
COVID Quantum

Brace yourself for the next crisis!
While we are still grapplingwith the COVID-19 pandemic, we should, in parallel, work to shield
ourselves from a different yet far bigger impending attack. Read on to get an idea of how the
crisis is lurking in the facts and howwe can overcome it.

The world has seen multiple
pandemics over several centuries
and yet, here we are, ill equipped for
a pandemic like COVID-19.

Deaths: 356K (As of 28thMay)

Global Economic Penalty
COVID-19 has created a butterfly effect that has brought downworld economies to their knees.
The United States passing a $3-Trillion stimulus package is just a start to show the penalty world
economies are paying for a pandemic they should have been equipped to deal with from the
start.

Inspite of the warning signs in the past and with epidemics springing up every decade or so, the
world did nothing to be ready for a pandemic of the scale of COVID-19.

15 Trillion $
Economic losses with “near-zero virus” situation.

Near-zero virus - This pathmeans opening the economywhile imposing virus-control measures that stop short of a
lockdown; these appear to be effective in preventing virus spread.

*Data taken fromMcKinsey article - Crushing coronavirus uncertainty: The big ‘unlock’ for our economies

The Next Crisis

Drawing the parallel

Happening Now - Harvest Now
&Decrypt Later

Quantum computers will help in solvingmany
problems we face today; however, it also packs a
secret. Its exponential computational power will
render all existing Public-Key Infrastructure
worthless.We are not very far from creating a
global data-security pandemic which cannot be
combated with the infrastructure we have today.

READMORE ABOUT THE IMPACTHERE

There is an unobserved parallel between the outbreak of pandemics and cyber-
attacks. By highlighting the facts of the effects created over the years, we believe it
would also help create a real-time scenario for the impact of quantum computers

and our lack of preparedness for the same.
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The damage has already begun. Adversaries are copying data from fiber networks and it
is as big as government agencies like GCHQ spying on international fiber networks.

The copied data is stored until there is enough computational power to crack the
encryption, if there is any. There is peta-bytesofdata being copied and stored

every singleday.

The above data gives us an idea of how the present data theft problemwill
accelerate when quantum computers are commercialized. Given the rate at which

quantum programming is being cloud platformed, it is not so far off.

Breakdown time with evolution of technology

The Impact
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Global economy
shutdown

There is no solution like
lock-down that can avert
or contain a data crisis.

With exponential increase
in the consumption of
data, such a crisis can
cause all business

processes to grind to a
halt.

Rampant sharing
of secret data

Hackers will decrypt the
secret information and sell
it to thehighestbidder.

Internet becomes a haven
for critical data flowing

from one wrong person to
another.

National security
risk

With national secrets
being revealed, it begs
thequestion on how
governments will take
necessary steps to

safeguard their data. If
no action is taken, it will
take years for countries
to get back on their
technology trail

It’s your move
Forthe first time inhistory,weareaheadof
hackers and the data points to a timeline for
us to beready.

It is important tomove today asdata is
alreadybeing copied and adversaries are
trying to findways todecrypt thedata.

The companies which are successful are
known to be early adopters of new
technology and its implementation in
everyday operations.

QNu is one of the few companies with
Quantum-safe security solutions which
are resistant to impending quantum
attacks.

Get free consultation to know the risks,
readiness and strategy to prepare for
what lies ahead.

QNuwill make you
forward secure

GET FREE CONSULTATION
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Get in touch

info@qunulabs.in
sales@qunulabs.in

E: qnulabs.comW:

QuNu Labs Pvt. Ltd.
2nd Floor, East Wing,
Centenary Building,
28 MG Road, Bangalore - 25

A: +91 80 4851 4013
+91 988 604 1133

T:

Easy
Infection

Infection spreads very easily
from one person to another.

Data theft easily spreads from one
public cloud to another cloud and
becomes an unstoppable event.

Not easy to detect asmany
are asymptomatic.

There is no way to detect
eavesdropping during communication
with the infrastructure we have today.

Symptoms
& Detection

Incubation
period

It takes anywhere between
5-14 days for the symptoms

to show. Infection keeps
spreading until then.

Dwell time, which is the time
taken to detect a breach is 206
days on an average.

Almost 80% of positive cases are
asymptomatic. They spread

infection without knowing they
are the carriers of the virus.

No proof of data being copied until
cases like GCHQwhichweremade
public during the Snowden leak.

No
symptoms

Everything is locked downwhich
has in turn caused a downturn of

the global economy.

Unlike in the COVID pandemic, here a
complete lockdown of communication
is impossible as it can result in a black
sky event with catastrophic effects.

Lock downs

There have been virus
outbreaks in the past but we

have not learnt anything
from those outbreaks.

The impact of the impending
attack is said to have increased
from aMillion $ to a Billion $. In
addition to this, the extent of the
attack’s reach is also on an incline.

Previous
attacks

Older people, and people with pre-
existingmedical conditions appear
to bemore vulnerable to becoming

severely ill with the virus.

Similarly, this new crisis will
affect companies which are
most vulnerable in the future i.e.
with existing unfixed problems.

Vulnerability

Need of the hour

Prepare

Similar to the parallel drawn between the problems faced due to COVID-19 and the Data
pandemic, there exists a parallel between the solutions as well. In foresight, companies

should start implementing the steps required to overcome the impending crisis.

Check all possible scenarios of
infection spread and take

appropriate precautions such as
wearing amask, social distancing

etc.

Check all crypto assets, identify
associated risks and formulate

mitigation plans. Increase key size and
move away from RSA to other PKC

Test in large numbers in order to
identify all positive cases and
take relevant steps for isolation

Test all vulnerabilities and
identify threat agents that will
leave holes for the future

Follow new guidelines and
instructions till the vaccine is a

reality

Quantum safe & resistant key
generation over crypto-agile

foundation

Detect

Prevent

COVID Quantum

Risk

Commercialization of Quantum computing

Harvest Data
(Tapping into fiber &

Storing of data)

Decrypt Later
(Decrypt sensitive info by

breaking RSA)

Birth of quantum
computer

Small PKC
algorithms start to

breakdown

Uncontrollable
breakdown of

PKC
infrastructure

Running quantum simulators on
classical computers

Successful first run of
Shor’s algorithm on
quantum computer

Cracking small key lengths
using quantum simulators

on classical computers

Current time taken to break RSA with
quantum simulator

Quantum
computing on

cloud

Hybrid of
quantum &

classical
computers

Powerful
commercial
quantum
computer

Present pandemic Future crisis

(Impacting future
health)

(Impacting the future of
data security)

(Immediate to
short term)

(Early &
continuous)

(Permanent & Long
term)
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Quantum computing is here
These examples are just the tip of
the iceberg.What we see is only
from the giants in the industry, yet
there is muchmore taking place in
the background.What we do not
see today is what will impact

quantum technology in the future.

Here are 73 companies changing the
landscape of quantum technologies

across verticals. Some of these
companies have been able to raise
about $50M to $100M. This will
change the future of the world, not
just in data security, but also in the
way we interact with each other.

It is faster than any
conventional computer

available today

It’s just amatter of time
before quantum

computing is on cloud
and accessible to

people across the world

hosted its
quantum

computer on cloud

Expect Change. Analyze the landscape. Take the opportunities.
Stop being the chess piece, become the player. It’s your move.

- Tony Robbins

Covid-19 -
Forward Security -
Protection of health
in the future

Better personal health and
immunity

Implementation of faster
detection and prevention
techniques

QuantumComputer
Attack -
Forward Security -
Protection of Data
in future

Better crypto health and
immunity

Implementation of new
detection and prevention
techniques

Pre-COVID
World

COVID
World

Post COVID world

Classical
computingWorld

Hybrid
computing
World

Classical
Processor

Quantum
Processor

Forward Security
A key consideration in the Post Covid-19 era:

Data Security in the post Quantum Computing Era

QuantumComputer
Era

Prepare for Post
QuantumWorld

Disruption without disruption
By now youmust’ve realized the importance of implementing quantum safe

encryption. It may seem very complex, but we’vemade it very easy to implement.
We create disruption in data security without disruption in infrastructure.

https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/insights/industry/public-sector/the-impact-of-quantum-technology-on-national-security.html
https://www.qnulabs.com/contact-us/

